Changing Times:
Key Tactics for
Retail Efficiency

Store Solutions

6 key trends
impacting retail

Why you need to
sell more with less

Understanding the
current market
challenges
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Keeping the supply chain moving

Retailers and manufacturers will need to
collaborate much more closely to ensure
supply meets demand.
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Profitability and cash flow

Retailers will continue to look for areas
that add incremental value. Reducing
complexity in their supply chain, adapting
fulfilment to boost agility, testing new
shop layouts to maximise the shopper
experience, are just a few of the actions
to consider.
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A new approach to safety

Limiting the amount of manual touches
to products may affect the way shelves
are refilled. Shoppers tend to shop more
but less frequently, it may mean that some
SKUs are more likely to come in larger
packs. However, replenishing faster with
less touches will be critical for retailers,
for both safety and efficiency reasons.
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The world of retail is under
pressure as never before and
digital is breaking all paradigms.

Shoppers’ needs are evolving. They are changing
when they shop, where they shop, how they shop.
More awareness of waste and sustainability means
they are even challenging why they shop.

Maintain product availability

28%

56%

73%

54%

Growing shopper demand for staple
products has led to SKU rationalisation.
Eliminating unnecessary shelving and
refilling products directly on to pallets
have been crucial to keep stores stocked.

Save time

Be individual

Experiment

Be sustainable

of shoppers want
food shopping to
be more automated

of shoppers
want personalised
experiences

of shoppers
welcome new
products

of consumers are socially
and environmentally
conscious
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Reigniting promotions

Restarting promotions safely and
effectively will be a key priority for most
retailers. Less in store display set-up and
merchandising by using more pre-filled
displays could be a safer way to promote.

6 Driving operational efficiency
The supply chain will only be as strong as its
weakest link. Limiting the non-core activities
and introducing more automation can help
you gain more efficiency. Pooled pallets come
in standard quality making them ideal for
automated warehouses. Giving them back is
easy to manage compared to the classical
exchange model.

Retailers and brands have to satisfy
these rising demands, as well as adapting
to the reinforced safety regulations, more
complex and frequent deliveries, and the
need to keep operational and staff costs
down while generating more revenue and
profitability per square meter.
To make these new shoppers happy –
and loyal – you have to make sure that
the products they come in for are always
on the shelves and are easy to find.

Their shopping trips should be seamless and
efficient, with no distractions like untidy
replenishment activities in peak hours that
result in blocked aisles. Moreover, retailers
need to find a balance between speed and
dwell time in store. That’s where promotions
can provide a better shopping experience
and establish differentiation from other stores.
So how can you make the store experience
as easy and rewarding as possible, with
minimal touches and effective operations?
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This is where
CHEP can help
We start with the shopper. We analyse
what needs to happen to make it
faster, simpler and cheaper to move
products on to your shelves and
into your shopper’s baskets.

CHEP has helped more companies move
more goods to more places more effectively
than any other company on earth.
Now we have extended our supply chain
expertise into the store to provide better
replenishment and more effective
promotions.
With Store Solutions, we have a dedicated
team of FMCG and retail experts that work
in collaboration with European retailers
and brands to deliver:
end-to-end retail solutions
more sales per square meter
enhanced operational performance
minimal touches
reusable carbon neutral pallets
that benefit the planet
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Find out how you can
sell more with less.

Store Solutions
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Empty shelves aren’t
just lost sales. They’re
lost customers.

Better on-shelf
availability
Retailers benefit from:

Keeping shelves stocked properly is a growing
concern. Changing shopper behaviour means
manual replenishment is becoming more
difficult due to greater pressure on staff’s
valuable time.

Minimal touches from warehouse
to the shop floor

We base the replenishment process on
category dynamics so that shoppers always
see a healthy stock of products and can
navigate the shelf more easily, with less
manual work for store staff.

Less storage space required at
Distribution Centre
Less picking operations due to
cross docking possibilities
Quicker shelf refilling leading to
labour time savings

By analysing a set of over 65 parameters,
including SKU rotation, operational
handling processes and costs, our Store
Solutions team can suggest effective ways
to replenish and promote certain SKU’s for
maximum return.

68%

In-store replenishment, the
biggest opportunity in operational
improvement for the next 5 years*

In-Store replenishment
Automation of manual activities
Promotions & Event implementation
Retailer distribution - store journey
Reliability of transport providers
On-time delivery of orders
Stock Turnover
0%
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*CHEP& IGD - Global Retailers and Manufacturers Insights Survey, 2019
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Helping a category
to grow again in a
declining market

Italy, Hypermarket

Getting more revenue
per m2 will continue to
be key for retailers.

Results achieved

(sugar and flour categories)

An Italian hypermarket’s sugar and flour
categories were declining, due to frequent
out-of-stock occurrences, inaccurate SKU
space allocations and too much manual
replenishment. Category navigation was
difficult and shoppers spent a lot of time to
get the product they wanted.

25% reduction in operational costs
Sales of the category grew +2.69%
whilst the market was at -11%
Share of shelf reflected the best
sellers

Performing a thorough tailor-made analysis,
CHEP Store Solutions recommended a ready
to display solution for the best selling SKUs
that were delivered to store directly on a half
pallet, and the planogram was adjusted to
reflect the sales-out data.

1

Less out of stocks due to easier
replenishment and more accurate
stock level
1 - Ready to display unit on a half pallet
2 - Simulated shelf with the new layout
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CHEP Store Solutions has developed a
virtual reality tool that allows you to
visualise what the changes to the retail
space could look like.
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Less manual
work and more
return on sales
Spain, Supermarket chain
(eggs category)

We’ve worked with a Spanish retailer to
address the challenges they faced with
their eggs category. Products had a high
damage rate and required intense manual
work from shop staff to refill. Frequent empty
shelves led to lost sales in a key category.
After performing a bespoke analysis, the
CHEP Store Solutions team identified a
more effective replenishment process:
ready to display egg cases delivered to
stores on a quarter display pallet. That
meant they could be directly introduced
on to the shelves, limiting the manual work
needed and risk of damage.

“

With the change to the quarter
pallet we have gained efficiency in
the replenishment process. We have
also improved product visibility in
shelf which translated into an increase
of sales.”
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Results achieved

-65%

operational
costs

+7%

sales uplift

-20%

product
damage

José Luis Rodríguez
Logistics Director Ahorra Mas
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More effective
promotions

STATIC & WHEELED
quarter plastic display pallet

In-store promotions are complex to set up
and execute, but they are a key revenue
generator for both brands and retailers.

How important are promotions
for your shop choice?

Fewer touches, no
manual assembly
in-store

Reduce the risk for
damage with the
Blue Click® system

Sustainable
circular solutions

1

1 in 5 shoppers claim they would
change shop choice for promotions.*

If shoppers cannot find the offers they came in for,
this will impact the overall loyalty to the store and
ultimately sales revenue.

How pre-filled promotions work?
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We have been working closely with brands,
cardboard designers, co-packers and retailers
to make the execution of promotions easier and
more effective.
We have created a range of plastic display quarter
pallets to execute promotions more effectively.
They come in a standard size 60 cm x 40 cm
and are safe and easy to handle with a forklift from
all sides.

* The Trifecta Effect, Winning Shopper’s Hearts, Minds and
Wallets -The Nielsen Company (US) LLC, 2019

Speeds up the in-store
execution due to
standard size
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The cardboard displays are produced and then
co-packed.
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They are attached on to the plastic display
platform with just a click using the Blue Click®
attachment system from CHEP.
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Then they are pre-filled with products and
secured for transportation cardboard or plastic
foil. Ready to display units are then sent
through the supply chain to the shop floor.

Q+ static
plastic display pallet
Q+ wheeled
plastic display pallet
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Making the shop
floor work harder
for you
Breakfast Cereals (Classic)

We worked with a Spanish supermarket chain’s
breakfast cereals category to generate more
sales uplift by being more flexible with the way
certain products are displayed on shelf and off
shelf.
Breakfast Cereals was perceived as a destination
category, with limited possibilities for sales uplift.

Shop floor layout

Checkouts

Spain, Supermarket chain

Households

4
Health & Beauty

Ambient Groceries

2
3
4
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32%
+ 81%
+ 96%
+ 79%

3
Soft Drinks

Ambient Groceries

In-Fixture
Gondola head

Specials

BWS

Results achieved

+

Frozen

Ambient Groceries

By using our display quarter pallets, instead of
standard shelving, and by placing the same ready
to display units off shelf in different locations
throughout the stores, we saw significant sales uplift.

1

Dairy

2

Ambient Cereals

Specials

Fresh Products

1
Ambient Cereals

Bakery

Off fixture
Cross Selling
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Better Day 1
execution for
promotions
Ireland, Convenience Store Chain
(Soft drinks category)

With proximity channels expanding rapidly
over recent years more and more shoppers
have changed their routine - they’re buying less
and making more frequent visitis to the store.
Post Covid19, proximity stores are under
even more pressure to replenish and
serve shoppers safely. With staff working
multiple roles, and insufficient handling
equipment, efficient replenishment is a
key priority.

Results achieved

96%

day 1 compliance (displays
were on the shop floor from
the first day of the promotion)

+ 49%

sales uplift compared to the
previous year’s promotional
activation

x5

less time required to set up
a promotion in store

We have worked with a supermarket chain
in Ireland to see how they could improve
promotional compliance, generate more
incremental sales uplift and reduce the overall
set-up time required for store people.

“

We would love promotions to
come this way. If it wasn’t selling where
we first positioned it, we were able to
easily move it to a better location.”
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Supermarket Owner
Ireland

Ready to promote
unit on a Q+ wheeled
display pallet
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Sustainability
is in our DNA
Shoppers are now better informed and
willing to pay more for brands that share
their values.
The idea of “reuse” has become central to
these new, ethical shoppers. From reusable
shopping bags, to buying bulk to avoid
secondary packaging, sustainable living is
extending to more products and to more
categories every day.
CHEP have been a part of the share and
reuse economy for over 70 years. Our model
is all about “share, reuse, repair, and reuse
again”. We call this the circular economy.
Our ambition is to achieve a net positive
impact through our operations.

How?

Design out waste and pollution
We design our products to avoid waste and
ensure a long product life cycle. We use 100%
certified wood for wooden pallets. We are
pushing the boundaries of product innovation
even further and we have the first Q+ wheeled
display pallet made from post consumer
up-cycled plastic which means “collected
after consumption” plastic.

Reducing waste is vital for our
planet. And it’s increasingly
important for your shoppers, too.

Power of Pooling calculator
Using our proprietary methodology Life Cycle
Analysis we calculate the exact CO2 footprint
of our pallets from production, throughout
their life cycles. Knowing this, helps us offer
customers transparency on their environmental
footprint and what they can save by using
the CHEP share & reuse system.

100%

Carbon Neutral

Try it for free here:
www.powerofpooling.com

Carbon Neutral Pallets
Our Q+ quarter plastic display pallet is the
first 100% Carbon Neutral product in the
market. This is an invitation for both brands
and retailers to think about sustainable ways
of promoting in store, to reduce the use
of natural resources and also their CO2
footprints.
To achieve carbon neutrality for this
product we invest yearly in reforestation
projects through our partnership with
Natural Capital Partners.

By using the CHEP share & reuse model, our customers’
supply chains saved:

CO2

1.7m
trees

2m

t of CO2

2.600m

litres of water

1.3m

t of waste

1.7m

m3 of wood

(2019)
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Building a better future for our shoppers starts
with how we collaborate today.
All collaboration starts with a conversation.
If you want to find out more about what CHEP
Store Solutions can do for you, your business,
and for your shoppers, please contact us.

CHEP UKI
+44 161 786 0500
chep.com/storesolutions
[ back to top]
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